
AHIBA QUICKDOSE

Chemical Dosing Has Never Been Easier!
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Reasons for proper dosing techniques in the lab!

1. Lab to Bulk reproducibility

- In the laboratory the process followed must closely match the process 

performed in production to achieve the highest level of reproducibility.  

2. Operator Safety

- When handling chemicals and contents under pressure the operator safety 

is the highest concern.

3. Levelness

- The rate and manner in which chemical auxiliaries are added to the 

dyebath greatly effects the sample levelness.
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• Injection Systems Require:

- Chemicals be diluted

- Hand strength to overcome beaker pressure

- All beakers get the same volume of the same chemical

- Time to inject all beakers

Traditional Injection Dosing Method



Traditional Dosing Method

• Manually Adding Chemical

- Burn hazard to operators

- Chemical flash of substrate

- Large temperature drop in dyebath

- Time to dose all beakers
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AHIBA QUICKDOSE

Solves the issues presented by traditional lab practices
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QuickDose – An Unique Option Available for AHIBA IR Only



Reasons to use AHIBA QUICKDOSE

1. Ability to dose powder auxiliaries
- Using powder better matches production

2. Avoid chemical flash
- The very slow introduction of the chemical to the dyebath aides in a level dyeing.

3. Flexibility
- Use only one capsule or use all 3 – you decide.

4. Easily dye multi-shade in the same process
- Capsules can easily contain different amounts of chemicals

5. Improve lab-to-bulk reproducibility
- When used in conjunction with AHIBA Infrared dye machines you can achieve the highest 

level of accuracy and control of your process.

- Each chemical can be quickly dosed at the correct time in the dyeing cycle. The use of powder 

minimizes effects to liquor ratio.  Speed of dosing time means there is minimal temperature 

drop of the dyebath during dosing.

6. Improve speed
- Ease-of-use means all beakers can be dosed much faster than traditional methods
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AHIBA QUICKDOSE

Chemicals are safely pre-filled in 3 independent capsules

Each capsule can hold up to 5gr of powder or 7ml liquid



At the proper time the specific capsule is actuated
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AHIBA QUICKDOSE



• Normal agitation of the beakers dissolve the chemical and provide a slow transition of the 

dyebath that closely reproduces production dyeing
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AHIBA QUICKDOSE



AHIBA QUICKDOSE

Designed to be:

1. Easy to use

� 3 easily pre-filled capsules

2. Safe

� No need to remove beaker lid 
during dyeing

3. Flexible

� Operator decides which capsules to 
use and what goes in each

4. Fast

� Complete set of beakers can be 
dosed in less than a minute

5. Low Maintenance

� Normal rinsing and cleaning of 
components is all that is required

6. Durable

� Made of 316L Stainless Steel
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What dyers say about QUICKDOSE

• “You can successfully dose all dyeing beakers in under a minute.”

• “While there is an initial investment in time to setup the capsule for dosing, the actual 

dosing process is very easy and very quick.”

• “The dyeing results were satisfactory and did show improved lab to bulk correlation.”
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• AHIBA IR or AHIBA IR Pro

- New system complete with new set of 

dosing beakers (15 x 300cc, or 8 x 500cc, 

or 8 x 1000cc)

» Capsule Actuating Tool 

» Spare O-rings for dosing caps

» Funnel, 4oz

- Beaker Lid Closing Tool 

- Spare Set of Beaker Lid O-Rings

- Spare PT-100 Sensor 

- Beaker Preparation Basket (IR Pro only)

- User Manual and Installation Guide on 

USB Flash Drive

What’s included in the box



Improve your lab AND production efficiency!
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VISIT www.datacolor.com/quickdose


